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Mr. U. V. Jones, President  
Southeastern Chapter A.A.L.L.  
Law Library  
Emory University  
Atlanta, Georgia 30322

Dear U. V.:

It seems only sensible to use the funds set aside for scholarships instead of letting the money lie around not even drawing interest; therefore, I should certainly be in favor of awarding at least one scholarship to the University of North Carolina's course in Law Librarianship this summer.

I suggest that, since time is so short, the information be sent to librarians in all the Southeastern Chapter schools and that one other member of the committee in addition to Mary Oliver and Kathleen Cheape be added to the selection "committee." This may impede rapid selection of an applicant, but considering that the course is at North Carolina and the persons screening the applications are from North Carolina, the addition of a third person will avoid any indication of favoritism. Hereafter it might be possible to circulate information regarding the course to library schools, as well as to law schools.

Sincerely yours,

Mary Polk Green  
Law Librarian

CC: Miss Harriet L. French  
University of Miami